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Abstract
Presents an analysis of Pakistan that features five players: the people, the army, the Islamists, the politicians and the Americans. This book explains how a series of alliances borne of political and strategic expediency between the US and the military have continually undermined the state to the extent that its very existence is in jeopardy.
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Pakistan-US Conundrum: Jihadists, the Military and the People — the Struggle for Control. by Yunas Samad. No Customer Reviews. His book explains how a series of alliances borne of political and strategic expediency between the US and the military, between these parties and the Afghan mujahidin, and between various Pakistani politicians and some or all of the above - have continually undermined the state to the extent Read More. The Middle East Journal.

Samad, a Pakistan-born but British-schooled social scientist who is currently Professor of South Asian Studies at the University of Bradford, writes from a liberal Western perspective and shares with these authors a degree of despair about Pakistan. His book is divided into three parts. Part 1 deals with the War on Terror, in particular, its impact on both Pakistan and Afghanistan.